EBAR DUCTILE IRON
FITTINGS FOR GOLF COURSE IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
Sizes 2" through 12", all configurations including "knock-on" repair couplings. High Strength, high corrosion resistance.
The Harrington Corporation
P.O. Box 10938
Lynchburg, Va. 24506
804-845-7094 Fax 845-8562

A Visible Marking System
You Can Mow Right Over
• Speeds up play - Reduces playing time up to 30 minutes per round
• Cost effective - Pays for itself in months - Laws for years
• More enjoyment - No pacing and suffering for sprinkler heads
• Available in all colors
• Proven at thousands of courses around the world

www.Kirbymarkers.com e-mail:  Kirbymarkr@aol.com
760-931-2624  800-925-4729 Fax 760-931-1753

New #1 Rated
Sportsturf!
Cavalier Zoysia is excellent for golf course fairways, tee boxes, sports fields, and home lawns. Let us show you a look you haven't seen before. It's like playing on carpet!
Cavalier Zoysia features:
• Fine leaf texture • High shoot rate • Resistant to root rots • Fast growing • Good shade • Low water use • Resistant to heat • Good resistance to traffic

BoardTronics
The BIGGEST because we’re the BEST!
***** EXPERT repair services for most Toro, Rain Bird, and Buckner irrigation central computers and field satellite controllers. *****
NW8000™, LTC™, OSMAC®, VTTI™, 3/4™, MIM™, MSC™, PAR™, ISC™, SBD™, RC™
*****
Nationwide: 1-800-STAYWET (782-9938)
"BoardTronics is not affiliated with Toro, Rain Bird, or Buckner. Trademarks belong to their respective manufacturers.

CB Richard Ellis
GOLF PROPERTIES GROUP
RECENT BROKERAGE TRANSACTIONS
Golf Matrix’s acquisition of GolfSouth’s
16-golf course portfolio located throughout MD, VA, NC, GA, MS and FL
Tom Harris CB Richard Ellis
2415 East Comeback Road • Phoenix, Arizona 85016
(602) 735-1724 Fax (602) 735-1717
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CMAA and Audubon
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